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Enjoy Kyoto’s Gion to the fullest –
a special experience for
all your senses

Kyoto cuisine and Maiko evening at Gion Hatanaka

By reservation only

Watch the elegant Kyoto dance of Maiko apprentice geisha, experience hospitality with their
elegant Kyoto dialect while being served sake and spend an enjoyable time in Gion. There is an
English-speaking host and translator, and you are free to take pictures with the Maiko.

MAP ❶

505 Gionmachi Minamigawa,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
Japanese Restaurant and Inn

Google MAP

Gion Hatanaka

No vegetarian or gluten free menus
TEL: 075-541-5315
Toll Free: 0120-041-814

www.thehatanaka.co.jp/english/

Days: Mon./Wed./Fri. (fixed)/Sat.
Times: 18:00 to 20:00 (Doors open at 17:40)
Rates: ¥19,000 per person
(incl. food, beverage, tax and service fee)

•A cancellation fee will be charged according to the
cancellation policy
•All seats are non-smoking.
•An English explanation and program will be available.
•Credit cards are accepted.
COUPON

Show this magazine for a ¥1000 discount at Gion Hatanaka

Fresh seasonal ingredients and English-speaking staff
Kamikura is a restaurant in Gion's Ishibe-koji, a
stone-paved street known as one of Kyoto's most
charming areas. You can enjoy Kyoto cuisine with
Kyoto-grown vegetables and seafood delivered straight
from the source, as well as specially selected wagyu
beef. The wine cellar also has a selection of about 200
varieties of domestic
and foreign wines.
English spoken

Recommended
menu
Chef’s Selected
Courses:
¥15,000/¥20,000
(excl. tax)

Ishibe-koji Alley

Kamikura

Ishibe-koji, 463-12 Shimokawaracho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-748-1841
www.kyotokamikura.com/
english/

•Open: 18:00 to 22:30
(Last entry 20:00)
•Closed: No regular holidays
•Reservations are required.

MAP ❷

Google MAP
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Gion Hatanaka / Ishibe-koji Alley Kamikura

[KIYAMACHI-DORI STREET AND TAKASEGAWA RIVER]

【EXPERIENCES】

Kiyamachi Kyoeikai

Kyoto Experiences Kyoto Samurai Experience
The Kyoto Artisan Workshop / Yasaka-dori Enraku
JAPO-RHYTHM / Asahido Massage Therapy Clinic / Marukyu Koyamaen
Waraku / Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge / Kodai-ji Zen Temple

【SOUVENIRS】

樂只苑 Rakushien
漆芸舎 平安堂 Kyoto Traditional Lacquer Art & Workshop Shitsugeisya Heiando
[JAPANESE SPICES] おちゃのこさいさい Ochanokosaisai
[JAPANESE KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE AND TOOLS] コタニ金物 Kotani Kanamono
[JAPANESE PATTERNED APPAREL] ジャポリズム JAPO-RHYTHM
[DENIM WEAR] 京都デニム Kyoto Denim
[BAGS, POUCHES & ACCESSORIES] seisuke88 本店 seisuke88 Flagship Shop
[CANVAS BAGS] 帆布カバン 㐂一澤 Ki-Ichizawa
[KYO-YAKI AND KIYOMIZU-YAKI CERAMICS]
[LACQUER ART]

【GOURMET】

[KYOTO CUISINE]

お食事処 錦鶴 Kinkaku
柚之茶屋 Yunochaya

[ORIGINAL SOBA NOODLES]

【SPECIAL CAFÉ & RESTAURANT BARS, JAPANESE SAKE BARS, WHISKEY AND WINE BARS】

Sarasa Nishijin / CLAMP COFFEE Sarasa
Saka-ya Kuboshima
Wine Café Kyoto Karasuma / Ki-Bar / Rojioku Garden 168
Dining & Bar KOLEKSI / Ran Hotei / Osake no Bijutsukan Sanjo Karasuma Main Shop /
Osake no Bijutsukan Sanjo Kawaramachi Shop

Shimogamo-jinja Shrine 下鴨神社
World Cultural Heritage Sites and Popular Tourist Spots
National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto 京都国立近代美術館
The 150th Anniversary of the Meiji Period: Making and Designing Meiji Arts and Crafts 明治150年展 明治の日本画と工芸
Kyoto Event Calendar
Central Kyoto Area and Arashiyama Area Map
Kyoto Guide Map
Foreign Friendly Taxi
IMOBOU Hiranoya Honten / Nichigetsuan / Harukami / Kitamura / Hanasato / Jurokudai Gondayu
This volume’s cover

Kyoto Samurai Experience / Hold a real katana sword in a 250-year-old historical samurai
residence, come in contact with the traditional Japanese culture of “Bushido” (Way of the Samurai)
and other arts, and sense Japan with all five senses at this cultural experience facility.

企画・編集・発行／掲載の申し込み・問い合わせ（株）総合企画センター
Planning, editing and publication by / Requests to appear in the magazine and inquiries to SOGOKIKAKU CENTER CO., LTD.

〒604-8151 京都市中京区蛸薬師通烏丸西入ル橋弁慶町223番地光洋ビル5F
5F Koyo Bldg., 223 Hashibenkei-cho, Takoyakushi-dori, Karasuma Nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto 604-8151
☎075-255-3224 URL：http://sk-c.jp Email：info@sk-c.jp
取材協力／京都市産業観光局観光MICE推進室、関西ツーリストインフォメーションセンター京都
Information compiled with cooperation from Kyoto City Industry and Tourism Bureau Tourism and MICE Promotion Oﬃce and Kansai Tourist Information Center Kyoto
※本誌掲載の記事・写真の無断複写・複製・転載を禁じます。
*The copying, reproduction or reprinting of any articles and photos in this magazine without permission is expressly forbidden.
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KIYA MACHI-DORI STR EET
Kiyamachi-dori Street has been Kyoto's busiest shopping street since the Edo period, when it was still the river bank of
the Kamogawa River. Over 400 years ago in 1614, merchant Ryoi Suminokura constructed a canal about 10 kilometers long
from Nijo to Fushimi. Boats called "Takasebune" were used as transportation, and the canal became known as the "Takasegawa" River. The original Kiyamachi-dori was so narrow only one person could go through at a time, and was widened as
the canal was built.
To moor and unload cargo from the boats, 9 ports (inlets) were made between Nijo and Shijo. Now, only the first "Ichino-funairi" remains. The Suminokura family controlled everything from here. Goods such as lumber, charcoal, firewood,
liquor, soy sauce, rice and salt were carried upstream. Kiyamachi-dori became filled with wholesalers and clan residences.
Town names took their names from the goods being handled, such as Koriki-cho (wood), Shioya-cho (salt), Komeya-cho
(rice) and Ishiya-cho (stone). Downstream, goods from Kyoto such as tansu and nagamochi chests and roof tiles were
transported. During the busiest time in the Edo period, 170 boats used to sail daily.

Takasegawa River in the 1870s.

KIYAMACHI HISTORICAL MAP
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Real estate oﬃce

株式会社 ヤスハラ不動産
Yasuhara Real Estate

2
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Deep-fried skewers

イコ

Ico

Sukiyaki, shabu-shabu, oiruyaki, steak

モリタ屋 木屋町店

Moritaya Kiyamachi Shop

4

Café

小川珈琲 京都三条店

8
9
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Casual dining

ムッシュいとう

11

Bakery restaurant

進々堂 三条河原町店

12

7

村山造酢 株式会社
Murayama Zousu

8

4

Black tea house、Western cuisine, sweets

Sir Thomas Lipton 三条本店

Sir Thomas LIPTON Sanjo Main Shop

Kyoto cuisine

Tsujita Building

13
14

Japanese pub

25

柳楽歯科医院

33

French restaurant

26

Japanese folkcraft shop

34

Okonomiyaki (Teppanyaki grill)

Food and liquor shop

35

Japanese pub

Kyoto Oda

36

Sazankatei

17

先斗町

Pontocho Misogigawa

京料理 河 し げ

Restaurants, book shop, art room,
bar, hall for rent, live music venue

19

Kyoto cuisine

河原町 VOX

Handmade soba & udon noodles

有喜屋 先斗町本店

Multi-story car park

ロイヤルパーク P

21
22

割烹 日 吉 野

23

Shopping Mall

京都BAL（バル）
Kyoto BAL

京都 くいしんぼ
Bars & restaurants

六角ビル

Rokkaku Building

Royal Park

Kyoto cuisine

れんこんや Renkonya
Kyoto Kuishinbo

20

24

Soba & udon noodles, rice bowl dishes

さざんか亭

Japanese pub

Hiyoshino

15

16

18

Ukiya Pontocho Main Shop

Shinshindo Sanjo Kawaramachi Shop
Kyoto vinegar, Chidori-su vinegar, brewery

辻田ビル

Kawaramachi VOX

Monsieur Itoh

6

Sir Thomas LIPTON Shijo Shop

Restaurants, bars and beauty salon

Kawashige

Ogawa Coffee Kyoto Sanjo Shop

5

Black tea house、Western cuisine, sweets

Sir Thomas Lipton 四条店

Japanese pub

さざんか亭 六角店

27
28
29

Bar

Western cuisine

満亭 Mantei

かつらぎ Katsuragi

世界の食材･酒 京都小田
Bar

連

Ren

Beauty salon

サロン・
ド・マツヨシ

Salon de Matsuyoshi

30

Soba noodles

そば処 川道屋銀華

Kawamichiya Ginka

Sazankatei Rokkaku Shop

龍 馬 Ryoma
保科医院 Hoshina Clinic

Nagira Dental Clinic

31
32

Sushi

吉 野 𩵋 Yoshino Sushi
Miso Ramen

麺と人 京都本店

Men To Hito Kyoto Main Shop

37

大 黒 屋 Daikokuya

Kyoto

43

京風居食屋 てんや Tenya

44

Kyoto udon noodles

麺房 美 よ し Miyoshi
Burger shop, patisserie & bar,
beauty salon, Italian cuisine

Kyomachiya Obanzai Kotokoto

39
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Folkcraft goods & furniture

やまと民芸店

Shino

Chanko-nabe hotpot

逆鉾

Sakahoko

Akashi-yaki (octopus dumplings) &
obanzai (Kyoto-style home cooking)

46

Mini wholesale supermarket

たこ入道

Tako Nyudo

フードショップ コスモス

Food Shop Cosmos

47

Western cuisine

Fukunaga 294

Food and drink

し乃

45

Japanese pub

京町家おばんざい ことこと

Restaurants, pubs and bars

東木屋町ビル

Higashi Kiyamachi Building

京都 ぼてぢゅう Botejyu

モリタビル Morita Building
38

42

48

Kyoto cuisine

瓢正

Hyomasa

Western cuisine

キッチン 洋のれん

Kitchen Yonoren
Yamato
Mingeiten 49 Kyoto cuisine

Anma & shiatsu massage, acupuncture

日ノ丸治療院
Hinomaru Clinic

たん熊 北店 京都本店

Tankuma Kitamise Kyoto Main Shop

A N D TA K A SEGAWA R I V E R
In 1869, control of the Takasegawa River was transferred from the Suminokura family to the Kyoto Public Works
Department, and passenger boats were started. 1872's Kyoto Exhibition introduced faster boats, travelling between Kyoto
and Osaka. The Kamogawa Odori Dance by geisha also started around this time. However, by 1890, the Kyoto Incline was
completed, bringing water from Lake Biwa to Kyoto, and things began to change. 2 months after April 1895 and Japan's first
ever tram, the "Fushimi Line", Kyoto Electric Railroad also started its Kiyamachi Line, contributing to Kiyamachi's prosperity until the move to the Kawaramachi Line in 1926. By the end of the Meiji period, the Takasegawa River had its width
shortened by a meter to make way for laying double railway tracks. Stone pavings were rearranged and bridges rebuilt.
Along with the arrival of Keihan Railway, 1920 marked the end of over 307 years of history of the Takasebune boats supporting the prosperity of Kiyamachi-dori Street. The current street goes from Sanjo to Shijo-dori Street, lined with Japanese
restaurants, pubs, bars, cafés and restaurants of cuisines from all over the world, continuing to bustle with Kyoto locals and
Japanese and foreign tourists.

Kiyamachi-dori street, busy with Takase boats and
trains (1926).

●＝Food/drinks
●＝Goods
●＝Clinics/beauty salons
●＝Parking
●＝Hotels/guesthouses
50

Ice retail shop

アサヒ氷業有限会社
Asahi Ice

Japanese cuisine

51

志満

52

Okinawan cuisine

53

Shima

赤 ひ げ Akahige
Bar

木屋町サンボア
Kiyamachi Samboa

54
55
56
57

Multi-shop building

麗峰会館 Reiho Kaikan
川島歯科医院
Kawashima Dental Clinic
Kyoto cuisine

Japanese pub

60

Kuroge Japanese beef yakiniku

61
62
63

Gallery

カギムラ画廊‒鍵村美術館
Restaurant

山とみ

Yamatomi

和彩たか Wasai Taka
京・黒 桜

Kyo Kurozakura
Japanese cuisine

あ じ 屋 Ajiya
一 養 軒 Ichiyoken

Sushi

65

Teppan grill Japanese pub

天 よし

Tenyoshi

高瀬川 鉄板道場

Takasegawa Teppan Dojo
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69
70
71
72

Kiyamachi Kondo Dental Clinic

Japanese pub

1F

いつらく Itsuraku

Obanzai Kyoto-style
home cooking

三 富 久 Mifuku

Yakiniku grilled meat

肉料理 荒 川
すし処 丸 萬

73

リカーショップ ノノヤマ
Liquor shop Nonoyama
Spanish cuisine

プラテロ Platero
74

Kyoto cuisine

先斗町 多 か ら
Pontocho Takara

Kyoto cuisine & eels

先斗町 いづもや

83

76

Yakitori grilled chicken

鳥せゑ四条木屋町店

84

78

Kyoto & Kappo cuisine

志る幸

Shiruko

Teppanyaki grill

Kyoto Guest Room

Bench

ひとこえ 高瀬庵

Bus stop

85

Kyoto Café

Police

ひとこえ 多奈加

Beer Restaurant

87

ミュンヘン München

80
81

Café

五十棲

ソワレ

AED

田

Information

Kyoto cuisine & hotel

鶴

Tazuru

EV

割烹寿司 三 栄

Elevator
Evacuation site

Soirée

Kappo Sushi San-ei

Toilet

仙鶴

Tazuru Annex Senkaku

Isozumi

Hamo (conger pike eel) dishes

C= City bus,
K= Kyoto bus

Convenience store ATM

Hitokoe Tanaka

Japanese cuisine

86 Tazuru Annex

Japanese pub

82

Post box

てっぱんやき さかえ
Teppanyaki Sakae

79

もち料理 き た 村

Hitokoe Takasean

Torisee Shijo Kiyamachi Shop

77

Seasonal cuisine

Kitamura

Pontocho Izumoya

Sushi

Maruman

Bar

木屋町近藤歯科医院

75

Arakawa

C & D 木屋町店

C & D Kiyamachi Shop

Fashion boutique

ブティックロッコ
Boutique ROCCO

木屋町 蘭 Kiyamachi Ran
Tempura

66

68

Western cuisine & foreign liquors

64

割烹 濱喜久 Hamakiku
Kagimura Gallery & Art Museum

58

59

Provided by
Kiyamachiezu Ⅲ, Kyo no
Sakigake , Kiyamachi Kyoeikai

*Kyoto City has banned smoking in
the streets in central city areas,
as it can be very dangerous.
Please make sure to smoke only
in designated areas.
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Want to experience
Kyoto’s amazing

traditional arts & crafts?
As one of the world's historical cities, Kyoto has plenty of traditional
arts and crafts workshops or plans to enjoy the world of the samurai or
maiko. They are the result of many years spent polishing skills and
techniques. Many foreign tourists take part in traditional craft workshops, favorably received as a chance to personally experience the
Japanese sense of beauty. One temple offers the chance to experience
Zen and the tea ceremony, which have caught the interest of famous
entrepreneurs and creators from all over the globe. It is possible to see
how the recently increasingly popular Matcha tea is made through
factory tours. You are sure to be amazed by the beauty and power of
performances displaying the spirit of the samurai, and of culture experience workshops. The majority of participants come from abroad, so
each of these activities are designed to be enjoyed by foreign visitors.

MAP ❸

Kyoto Samurai Experience
Train with a REAL Japanese sword and practice Zen meditation in a historical
samurai residence
京都市中京区因幡町111 / 111 Inaba-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-841-2936 (Oﬃce Hours 10:00‒17:00)
Email: support@kyoto-samurai.com URL: http://kyoto-samurai.com

This is an excellent chance to get a firsthand look into the world of the samurai.
Get a glimpse into the philosophies of Bushido, the way of the warrior, and try your
hand at wielding a real katana. Afterwards, practice Zen meditation, used by the
samurai to calm their minds during battle.
Step 1 <Form practice>
We will begin our training using wooden practice swords and instruct you on the proper grip,
posture, and form.

Step 2 <A Real Katana>

After learning the basics, you will wield a real katana, and use it to cut though a goza mat to put your
sword skills to the test.

Step 3 <Zen>

Learn how to meditate using singing bowls and the ways in which Zen meditation can assist you
in your daily life.

Fee: ¥12,000 (Children 5–12 years old, ¥8,300)
Time: Approx. 2 hours
(10:00 - 12:00 / 15:00 - 17:00)
*Please be aware we are not able to accommodate
walk-ins and reservations should be made in
advance.
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Book from here

Google MAP

The Kyoto Artisan Workshop

MAP ❹

地域観光情報研究社

Original Kyoto handicraft experiences where you can feel the skill and spirit of history in Kyoto
京都市中京区堺町通錦小路上ル菊屋町513谷堺町ビル
513 Tanisakaimachi Bldg., Sakaimachi-dori Nishikikoji-agaru, Kikuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Google MAP

TEL 075-212-8807 OPEN: Mon.‒Fri. 9:00 to 17:00 (Please reserve in advance) Sat., Sun., & national holidays (open if reserved)
URL：http://kyotedukuri.jp
Accessory cases

<The fun in making and the joy in using>
Lacquer painting
Accessory cases: Size 13.0 x 9.0 x height 5.3cm ¥3,000
Lunch boxes: Size 13.5 x 9.5 x height 6.5cm ¥3,000
Coffee cups: Size 7.5x6.5cm (cup) 15.5cm (saucer) ¥3,000

Paulownia ware painting

Size: Small 19.2 x 14.4 x height 3.9cm ¥2,500
Large 27.0 x 19.5 x height 3.9cm ¥3,000

Other experience workshops

Gold kyo-yuzen painting / Japanese book binding
Hakuoshi and Raden require an extra ¥500.
All workshops are from 60 to 90 minutes long.
Lunch boxes

Cups and saucers

Paulownia ware
painting

MAP ❺

Yasaka-dori Enraku

八坂通り 燕楽
Spend an enchanted time with Maiko
京都市東山区大和大路通四条下る東入小松町594-3 / 594-3, Komatsu-cho, Yamato-oji-dori, Shijo-sagaru, Higashi-iru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-741-8727

Want to interact closely and enjoy chatting leisurely with
Maiko? If you would like to spend time with a Maiko, we will
be glad to assist your special experience. At the same time,
you can enjoy a Japanese meal with an all-you-can-drink
option (including alcohol).
*All explanations will be in English. There will also be an English
menu.

6

Google MAP

enraku maiko

Tour details

Attractive points

Contents: This is a banquet style tour
where the guest can experience Maiko
dancing, playing parlor games and chatting with Maiko.
Date: 6pm–8pm
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday
Fees: ¥19,000 per guest (over 19 years old)
¥17,000 per guest (13–18 years old)
¥13,000 per guest (7–12 years old)
*Cancellation policy:
Until 3 days before: no charge
From the date of the event to 2 days
before: ¥5,000 per guest.

1. Booking is available for shows on the
same day.
Guests can make reservations until 3pm
on the day of the event.
2. Deeply communicating with each other.
There are friendly Japanese staff members who can speak English fluently.
3. Being able to arrange for your food
restrictions.
Meals can be arranged flexibly, so if you
have any food restrictions, please let us
know in advance.
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JAPO-RHYTHM

ジャポリズム

With a brush, write your own name
converted into Japanese characters
and get it printed on towels and bags

MAP ❻

Google MAP

京都市中京区新京極通り三条下ル桜之町407-1 詩の小路ビル2F奥
Back of 2F Utanokoji Bldg, 407-1Sakurano-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto (facing Shinkyogoku-dori street,
diagonally opposite the MOVIX cinemas)

Asahido Massage
Therapy Clinic 朝日堂治療院

Traditional massages in a Kyoto townhouse.
Nationally-certified therapists will ease your
fatigue, both spiritually and physically.
TEL 075-221-0432 OPEN: 13:00 to 23:00 everyday
*Reservations taken from 12:00 to 21:30
URL: http://www.asahido.biz/english/index.html

Fee (Includes goods, cards and workshop) : from ¥2,500 to ¥5,500 (incl. tax)
Time: from about 30 to 90 minutes

Established in 1954, Asahido offers the
traditional Japanese non-oil massages of
“shiatsu” and “anma”. Shiatsu and anma are
massage therapies that involve applying
pressure to the body with fingers and hands
(pressing, kneading, tapping, shaking and
pinching) to improve one’s health.
The clinic has a retro-modern atmosphere, and is a place for relaxing not only
the body, but also the soul. It is conveniently
located near a busy shopping area, and ideal
for healing the tiredness caused by travel.
Fees:
60 minutes ¥6,000
90 minutes ¥9,000
*Major credit cards
accepted.

You can experience writing your favorite kanji character on a card (left), or
putting your name on goods you bought (right). This is possible with one
person without a reservation.

MAP ❽

Nishinotoin Shop/Motoan Tea House
Google MAP

京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル
Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-223-0909
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00 (Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House)
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
URL: http://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/

1 hour course:
10:00 to 11:00
From 2 to 4 people
Weekdays only
Please call to make a
reservation.
¥1,500 per person
(sweet included).
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Marukyu Koyamaen

MAP ❾

Makishima Matcha Factory Tour

もとあん

丸久小山園 西洞院店・茶房「元庵」
Learn how to prepare Matcha tea

Google MAP

京都市中京区麩屋町通り姉小路下ル下白山町293-3
293-3 Shimohakusan-cho, Fuyacho-dori, Anekoji-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-211-0439
OPEN: 11:00 to 20:00 (No regular holidays)
URL: http://japo-rhythm.jp/blog/1193/

Marukyu Koyamaen

MAP ❼

丸久小山園 槙島工場
Tour the Matcha Factory in Uji, Mon.–Fri.,
Reservation Required 4 days in advance

Google MAP

京都府宇治市槙島町中川原172-4
174-2 Nakagawara, Makishima-cho, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

TEL 0774-20-0909 (Japanese only)
Reservation Required: Minimum 4 days in advance
Tour Languages: Japanese/English/Chinese
Booking Website:
http://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/factory/index.html

Start times: 10:00, 13:30, 15:00
Tour length: about 90 minutes
For min. 2 to max. 40 people
Admission: ¥500, with a ¥500 yen
coupon off in-store purchases on the
day. (Free for children under 15.)
Watch an introductory video, view
the Matcha processing facilities, visit a
tea tasting room, visit a traditional tea
house, and learn how to prepare and
enjoy Matcha.
After the tour, you can visit the shop
with many varieties of fresh Ujicha teas
such as Matcha and Hojicha, along with
Matcha sweets, perfect for souvenirs.

Waraku

和楽
Experience traditional Kyoto culture
in a 118-year-old machiya townhouse,
close to Sanjusangendo Temple!

MAP ❿

Google MAP

Private short sword-making experience

Travel Kyoto Email: ni@travelkyoto.jp

Google MAP

TEL: 075-204-9533 FAX: 075-203-9937
OPEN: 10:00‒18:00 (Closed Sat., Sun. and national holidays)

京都市東山区大和大路七条下ル辰巳町602
602 Tatsumi-cho, Yamato-oji, Shichijo-sagaru,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Plan A

TEL 075-708-5464
OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00 (No regular holidays)
URL: http://waraku.d-x-b.jp/

Plan B

Making bamboo “kanzashi” hairpins as used in Kabuki and Japanese paper
origami earrings are popular with foreign tourists. Feel the museum quality
antiques inside and experience Japanese “wabi-sabi” at your own pace.

Kyoto “kanzashi”
hairpins

Masahiro Tantoujou
Sword Forge 将大鍛刀場

Material: iron / Reservations: expedia small katana kyoto
Fee: ¥14,900
Material: Tamahagane steel, the same as Japanese swords /
Reservations: Send email to Travel Kyoto / Fee: ¥36,000
*Please note that reservation methods for Plan A and B are different.

Both plans

刀鍛治

Start times : 9:00, 13:00
Time
: 4 hours
Translator : ¥6,000
Total Length : 20cm
Blade Length: 8.5cm

Swordsm ith

将大 M ASA H I RO

Japanese paper earrings
(pierced and clip-on)

Fee: from ¥1,000
Fee: from ¥1,000
Time: 45 mins.
Time: 1 hour
Itomaki Andon (thread spool lamp): Fee: from ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes
Chopsticks making: Fee: ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes

*Other workshops are available.

<Meeting and forge location>京都府亀岡市本梅町西加舎石敷32-1
32-1 Ishishiki, Nishikaya, Honme-cho, Kameoka-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

TEL: 0771-56-8502 50 min. from Kyoto Station by car

MAP ⓫

Kodai-ji Zen Temple

鷲峰山高台寺
Japanese Cultural Experiences (For group tours)
京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526 / 526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-561-9966 URL: http://www.kodaiji.com

Zazen Program
(Meditation)
Zazen is a form of mental training.
Once participants understand how to
do Zazen, they can incorporate it into
their daily lives.
Contents: Instruction on how to do
Zazen, Zazen meditation and a tour
of Kodai-ji Temple grounds
Fee: Adults ¥1,500,
Children (under 18) ¥1,000.
Time: approx. 1 hour

For 10 or more participants (advance reservations required)
*Some reservations are declined due to temple events.
*All explanations are in Japanese. We do not arrange for translators.

Google MAP

Sado Program
(Tea Ceremony)
Sado is a formalized way of
making tea to welcome guests.
Participants
are
served
“Matcha” green tea that has
been prepared in front of them
by a procedure called “Temae”
(tea making).
Contents: Instruction about
green tea, watching “Temae”,
having sweets and “Matcha”
tea, and a tour of Kodai-ji
Temple grounds
Fee: ¥2,500 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour
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樂只苑

Rakushien

SINCE 1948

Pottery specialist shop

A pottery specialist shop with a collection of masterpieces of Kyo-yaki and Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics.

Rakushien can be found on Gojo-zaka street, an area
known for its pottery stores, and is also the road that leads
to the World Heritage Kiyomizudera Temple. The traditional Japanese craft works of Kyoto-style and Kiyomizuyaki ceramics are the general term for pottery made in
Kyoto. Even now, a few hundred potters making such
ceramics still remain in the Gojozaka, Sennyuji Temple,
Hebigadani, Yamashina's Kiyomizuyaki Pottery Complex
and Uji's Sumiyama areas. The characteristic of Kyo-yaki
and Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics is diversity, with the use of
many techniques, elegant decorations and brightly-colored
painting. All are artistic works each one carefully made by
craftsmen by hand. Rakushien is particular about handmade and hand-painted items, and gives great importance
to authenticity. With regards to masterpieces made by the
excellent techniques of famous potters such as Unsen,
Kyosen and Hekiseki, Rakushien has the greatest collection
in the area. Inside the store, there are around 20,000 items
for daily use, ideal for souvenirs such as teacups, tea bowls,
small cups and bottles for Japanese sake, mugs, and small
and medium-sized bowls to decorate the dining table. In
recent years, many visitors from around the world have
come to the store.

⬅Top: Kaiyu
cup and saucer
1 set ¥45,000.
Right: Masuiro
Komon cup
and saucer 1
set ¥45,000.
Left: bowl
¥28,000.
*All prices
exclude
tax.
⬅Shown here painting
delicate and vivid patterns is the artist behind
the 3 works in the photo
above, Yano Shozo from
Kyoto's famed Hekiseki
workshop.

⬆Rakushien original goods: Rice bowl set, ¥25,000. Tea cup
set, ¥20,000.

MAP ⓬

らく し えん

樂只苑 Rakushien

Google MAP

京都市東山区五条橋東4丁目4 48
4-448 Gojohashi-higashi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
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TEL: 075-541-1161
OPEN: 9:30 to 17:30 (Closed New Year holiday,
August 14, 15, 16)
All credit cards, UnionPay and Alipay cards accepted
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.rakushien.jp

⬆Shuhai sake cup, ¥3,400 each.
Tokkuri sake bottle, ¥6,500. Kozuke
small bowl, ¥4,000 each.

⬇The building is a traditional Kyoto machiya townhouse,
designated as a historic building by Kyoto City.

漆芸舎 平安堂
Shitsugeisya Heiando

Lacquer Art

A Kyoto lacquer art workshop that also sells works by
Hiroki Kiyokawa, artisan of "shitsugei" by "urushi"
(Traditional restoration art by Japanese lacquer).

In front of Daitokuji temple, a famous Zen temple in the
northern part of Kyoto city, artisan Hiroki Kiyokawa has
been involved with the restoration of cultural properties
from shrines and temples for over 40 years. With those
skills and making good use of natural ingredients found
close by, he makes restorations on buildings, Buddhist statues, lacquerware, antique furniture and old artworks, all
with ancient traditional Japanese methods. He promotes
Japanese culture through his kintsugi and shitsugei workshops. Since 2017, he accepted an invitation from Tokyo’s
Nihombashi Mitsukoshi department store to hold kintsugi
and lacquerware restoration events 4 times a year, where he
gives estimates to customers for restoration prices. He was
chosen for the store’s “Masterpieces of Japan” exhibition,
and displayed his lacquerware and kintsugi restoration
works. He receives many requests from all over Japan, and
has restored numerous treasured items.
“Kintsugi” (joining with gold) is an ancient traditional
technique of restoring cracks and chips in pottery with
“urushi” (Japanese lacquer). Ceramics are made from
mountain soil, a natural material, and similarly, the restoration process uses urushi collected from natural trees. With
the addition of ingredients
such as gold powder, a new
beauty is born. This is the
spirit of Japan that has preserved nature and culture. It
is the fusion of “the spirit of
protecting and passing
things on” and “the traditional technique of restoring
things” that creates the
⬆Restoration artist, Hiroki Kiyokawa.
“world of kintsugi”.

Kintsugi Workshop

Restore cracked and chipped pottery
with lacquer, and create a new appearance with gold powder.
Lesson days: Thu, Fri and Sat
Time: 1 hour 30 minutes (between
10:00–18:00)
Frequency: 3 times a month
(reservations required)
Enrollment Fee: ¥12,000 (excl. tax)
Monthly Fee: ¥15,000 (excl. tax)
*Includes the cost of materials.
*Gold powder, platinum and gold
leaf require additional charges.

1 Day Gold Leaf Experience

⬆Unforgettable and precious Japanese and Western tableware that are chipped and
cracked can come back looking more beautiful than before by repairing them. Estimates for restoration prices can be provided at any time.

⬆All works are one-of-a-kind originals
that use pure gold.

漆芸舎 平安堂 Shitsugeisya Heiando
京都市北区紫野門前町14 大徳寺東門前
Daitokuji Higashimon-mae, 14 Murasakino Monzen-cho,
Kita-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-334-5012 OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
Email: info@urushi-kyoto.com
URL: https://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/
http://www.facebook.com/shitsugeisya

Make an original incense dish with
gold leaf decorations.
Lesson days: Thu, Fri and Sat
Time: 1 hour 30 minutes (between
10:00–18:00)
Fee: ¥4,800 (incl. tax)

MAP ⓭

Google MAP
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おちゃのこさいさい
Ochanokosaisai

Japanese spices

What a wonderful spice!
Shichimi is a hot spice that Japan can be proud of.

Shichimi togarashi is a seasoning unique to Japan made
with the main ingredient of cayenne pepper and other
spices. Its name means “seven flavor chili pepper” and
comes from the seven ingredients it contains, but the
number and specific ingredients can change depending on
the area and the maker. Among them, Kyoto’s shichimi
places an emphasis on aroma because of Kyoto cuisine’s
light and delicate taste, and thus tends to use rich flavors
such as sansho Japanese pepper and aonori dried seaweed.
Ochanokosaisai is particular about the ingredients
chosen to make the flavor of Kyoto from the old days.
Cayenne pepper, sansho pepper, yuzu fruit, sesame seeds,
dried citrus peel, dried seaweed, perilla, hemp seeds and
poppy seeds are specially blended, and there are products
where the aftertaste is filled with the aroma of sansho
pepper, or where you can enjoy the refreshing flavor of the
yuzu fruit. As well as Japanese cuisine such as udon or soba
noodles, they match an assortment of dishes like pasta or
soups, changing the taste to one with a sharp bite.
For those who love their food spicy, you can try the
“Maiko-han Hee~ Hee~” series made with plenty of
Japanese-grown habanero chili peppers. Inside the neverbefore-experienced hot flavor is a concentrated deliciousness that is sure to become addictive. Along with the main
shop located near Kiyomizudera Temple, there are also
branches in front of Kyoto Station, and in Arashiyama and
Nishiki Food Market, so you can drop by while you are
sightseeing.

⬆Make your own original blend of shichimi (only at the main and Nishiki shops). Look forward to how it
tastes! Custom blend shichimi (10g), ¥540. * ¥648 in a can.

⬆Kyoto chili oil furikake (¥594) uses plenty of one of Kyoto's locally grown vegetables,
Kujo negi green onions, and is a great match for rice.

⬆The "Spices of Kyoto" series with the differing levels of spiciness of yellow, red and black
shichimi. Asakura sansho pepper, known especially for its strong fragrance, is ground on
a stone mill to keep the fiber intact and to retain its refreshing aroma for a long time.

おちゃのこさいさい産寧坂本店
Ochanokosaisai Sannenzaka Main Shop
京都市東山区清水三丁目316-4
316-4 Kiyomizu 3 Chome,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
おちゃのこさいさい京都タワーサンド店
Ochanokosaisai Kyoto Tower Sando Shop

⬆The more curry-flavored senbei rice crackers (¥432)
you eat, the spicier and more addictive they become.
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⬅The Kyoto Tower Sando shop opened in 2017. Kyoto
Tower Sando is a minute’s walk from Kyoto Station, and
its variety of enjoyable souvenir shops and restaurants
make it a popular tourist spot.

京都市下京区烏丸通七条下る東塩小路町721-1 京都タワー1階
1F Kyoto Tower, 721-1 Higashishio-koji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
Right near Kyoto Station
*Other branches in Nishiki Food Market and Arashiyama.
Freedial: 0120-831-314
URL: http://www.ochanokosaisai.com

MAP ⓮
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コタニ金物

SINCE THE 1860s

Japanese Kitchen and
Household Hardware
and Tools
Originally made authentic kitchen knives, traditional
Japanese rain gutters and convenient cooking utensils.

Kotani Kanamono

Kotani Kanamono is a 7-minute walk from JR Kyoto Station, located between Higashi Honganji Temple and Nishi
Honganji Temple.
It was originally a blacksmith’s shop at the intersection of
Higashinotoin-dori and Shichijo-dori streets, and was a
long-established company with over 100 years of history. It
later prospered as a hardware store, doing business with
many local carpenters and building contractors, and has a
selection of over 15,000 items, from architectural hardware, metal fittings and tools to kitchen equipment, professional cookware, baking tools and household goods. In
recent years, there has been an increase in the number of
foreign tourists from countries all over the world who
come to buy Japanese knives made with traditional methods by craftsmen.
“Sweet Marron Caffe” has been added to the second
floor, designed and constructed entirely by Kotani Kanamono, to be a relaxing, modern space. Decorated with
retro-looking furniture such as “Kaidan Tansu” (Japanese
step chests), it is a café where you can drop by for breakfast
or lunch at reasonable prices. Please visit the special corner
for tourists with useful Kyoto sightseeing maps and tourist
information available for free.

⬇In Japan, temples and houses often use Japanese-style
gutters (toyu) for decoration. Gold-colored gutters are priced
at ¥35,000 and ¥46,000. Rain chain gutters are also available.

⬆Enamel teapots, ¥7,000.

⬆From the bottom: Super Gold 2 Santoku knife
with ebony handle, ¥45,000, Super Gold 2 petty
knife with walnut handle, ¥29,000. Jinzaburou
Kinhagane Shitan Wagara Tsuchime Suminagashi petty knife, ¥12,000. Jinzaburou Aohagane
Suminagashi Shoubu knife with shitan (rosewood)
handle, 180mm, ¥18,000. *All prices exclude tax.

MAP ⓰

⬅
The
Sweet
Marron
Caffe
on the
second
floor.

コタニ金物 Kotani Kanamono
京都市下京区七条西洞院東入夷之町686ｰ3 コタニビル1F・2F
Kotani Bldg. 1F & 2F, 686-3 Ebisuno-cho,
Shichijo Nishinotoin Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Google MAP

TEL: 075-371-8519
OPEN: 9:00 to 19:00 (Closed Sun. & national holidays)
7 min. walk from Kyoto Station
URL: http://kyoto-kanamono.com
http://www.kotani-kanamono.co.jp
COUPON

Show this magazine to get a 5% discount
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ジャポリズム
JAPO-RHYTHM

Japanese patterned
apparel

A fashion shop specializing in Japanese patterns where
you can have your name Japanese characters written on
a T-shirt.

JAPO-RHYTHM is a T-shirt brand that has incorporated traditional Japanese fine arts culture found in temples
and shrines, ink wash paintings, calligraphy and Zen. It is
also an apparel shop owned and produced by Hiroshi
Nishimura, who comes from a long line of traditional construction craftsmen, and has long been active as an artist in
Kyoto. The T-shirts that include his artwork and calligraphy are garments where you can feel “Wabi-sabi”, a Japanese aesthetic of austere beauty and elegant simplicity, and
are easy to wear for men and women of all ages. Also popular are flat caps with Kyoto’s traditional gold brocade weaving, silver accessories with Japanese patterns, and boxer
briefs with impressive dragon artwork.
There is a free service where you can have your name
added to T-shirts and tote bags. Your name is phonetically
made into Japanese and written in brush, on the spot. Tshirts are available in a variety of sizes including children’s
sizes, so they make welcome gifts.
⬆Top: Flat caps, ¥9,180. Middle: T-shirts [short sleeve], from ¥3,880, [long sleeve], from ¥4,104.
Bottom: Children's T-shirts [short sleeve], from ¥3,240, [long sleeve], from ¥3,564.

⬆Left: Children’s T-shirts (Sizes: from 100cm), Maneki Neko (Beckoning Cat).
Right: Matching gear for a parent and child can be tasteful and cool!

⬆For names, there are 2 types of brush styles to choose from, gyosho (left) and tensho (right).

ジャポリズム JAPO-RHYTHM
京都市中京区新京極通り三条下ル桜之町407-1
詩の小路ビル2F奥
Back of 2F Utanokoji Bldg, 407-1 Sakurano-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto (facing Shinkyogoku-dori street,
diagonally opposite the MOVIX cinemas)
TEL: 075-211-0439
OPEN: 11:00 to 20:00 (No regular holidays)
18 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://japo-rhythm.jp/blog/1193/

HERE

Shinkyogoku-dori

Google MAP

Teramachi-dori
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⬆Major awards won by Hiroshi COUPON Show this magazine and tell us your
Nishimura include the Silver prize
name after your purchase. You will be given a
for the 29th Kyoto Design Competition 90 and the Sponsorship present with your name turned into Japanese
award for the 6th Art performance. characters right there and then. (Example: Ellen).

Sanjo-dori

MOVIX

Kawaramachi-dori

MAP ⓱

Subway Tozai Line
Shiyakusho-mae Stn.
Oike-dori

Shijo-dori
Hankyu Kawaramachi Stn.

京都デニム
Kyoto Denim

Denim wear

High quality jeans made by kimono specialists with
beautiful designs hand-drawn one by one by craftsmen.

This modern shop specializing in jeans is located on the
east side of Kyoto Station. As a maker of kimonos since the
Edo period, jeans made by Kyoto Denim incorporate traditional techniques here and there, with such typically Japanese designs as cherry blossoms and plums that catch the
eye. The patterns use a dyeing method known as “Kyo
Yuzen” dyeing that a craftsman paints by hand, one by one.
Another traditional Kyoto technique can be seen around
the pockets, with the “Kyo Kumihimo” (Kyoto braided
cords), as used in the decorative cords of scrolls and tea
ceremony accessories, giving them an accent that is
uniquely Kyoto Denim.
It is precisely that jeans are for wearing in everyday life,
that importance is placed not only on designs, but also on
how comfortable they are to wear. The fabric used comes
from Okayama Prefecture, a famous area for denim production in Japan, realizing a comfort of wear with an excellently soft texture available nowhere else. The stretchy
fabric is easy to move in, with a beautiful silhouette formed
by three-dimensional cutting, leaving an impression of
elegance while also being casually fashionable. For those
not satisfied with existing designs, a custom order is recommended if you are in search of something personal. It is
possible to tailor a pair of jeans just for you by choosing
from a wide variety of patterns and designs. Kyoto Denim
has a very thorough aftercare service including repairs for
color fading and dyeing, with the ability to send to overseas
addresses. Please take this opportunity to try a purchase.

⬆Jeans wonderfully painted with cherry blossoms and butterflies dancing in the wind. Custom orders with
a design of your liking are also available. All items are tax free.

⬆Using a technique from kimono dyeing, craftsmen hand draw
each design one by one. The elaborate expression of the handiwork is part of its appeal.

⬆There are over 12 different silhouettes for men and women. The one of a kind dolls are also popular as
souvenirs.

京都デニム Kyoto Denim
京都市下京区小稲荷町79-3
79-3 Koinaricho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

⬆The dyeing of the denim fabric is done at a factory for dyeing
kimonos, using a traditional method called “bassen” (discharge
dyeing).

TEL: 075-352-1053
OPEN: 9:00 to 20:00 (Open all year)
5 min. walk from Kyoto Station
URL: https://kyoto-denim.com

MAP ⓲

Google MAP
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seisuke88 本店

seisuke88 Flagship Shop

Bags, pouches &
accessories

Breathing new life into historical and traditional designs.

seisuke88’s colorful and modern patterns on their bags
and accessories attract your attention. At a glance, they almost appear to be very contemporary designs, but in truth,
they have been recreated in a modern style and newly reborn from 150 year-old designs for traditional Japanese kimono sashes and pieces of fabric. Being able to match
today’s lifestyle as well as feeling the life in those good old
traditional designs is seisuke88’s biggest appeal.
Originally starting out around 65 years ago as a factory
whose main purpose was processing clothing fabric, it was
home to a group of professionals whose specialty was creating the finished surfaces on dyed materials. A warehouse
in Nishijin, an area in Kyoto famous for producing kimonos, was found to store a large collection of old designs.
The “seisuke88” brand was born after the owner was fascinated by the innovative designs, and he wanted to create
products that used them in a modern way.
The old patterns were woodblock prints on Japanese paper, and the company’s designers make new color schemes,
but at the same time, stay faithful to the original textures
and the ambience of the period. Changing the arrangement
of the colors while keeping the same pattern can create a
new mood, and by not being confined to the category of
Japanese patterns, dynamic colors are often used, leading
to an extensive series.
The fabrics are printed with inkjet printers using the latest technology, and after completing processing such as
waterproofing, antibacterial treatment and deodorization,
all in the same factory, they are carefully made into bags
and pouches domestically in Japan. The company is thoroughly dedicated to the notion of “Made in Japan”.
seisuke88 is covered in designs born and nurtured in
Kyoto. As you enter the store, you will probably want to
take your time looking at each design. Secretly sensing the
backgrounds hidden in each product is a true pleasure,
perhaps only possible in Kyoto with its long history and
traditions.

⬆seisuke88's popular and classic design, the Tsubaki (camellia) series.

⬇Laminated compact mirrors (Japanese patterns).
⬆Around 2,000 kinds of ⬆Unique to the factory brand are the craftsmen's techniques developed in
designs were found dor- the factory and reflected in all the products.
mant in the warehouse.

seisuke88 本店 seisuke88 Flagship Shop
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京都市中京区三条通河原町東入ル中島町83 はせ川ビル1F
Hasegawa Building 1F, 83 NakajimaMAP ⓳
cho, Sanjo-dori, Kawaramachi
Higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-211-7388
OPEN: 11:00 to 19:00
(Closed Mon. except nat. holidays)
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.seisuke88.com
Google MAP

帆布カバン 㐂一澤
Ki-Ichizawa

SINCE 2010

Canvas Bags

Highly durable bags with beautiful sewing & finishing
details, using quality canvas & metal attachments.

Ki-Ichizawa’s name comes from the “Ki” of the current
owner, Kikuo Ichizawa, his father Nobuo’s nickname of
“Kiichi”, and the “Ki” from his great-grandfather, Kihei
Ichizawa, the first generation owner of a canvas processing
business in 1905.
During the Taisho period (1912-1926), Kihei and Tsunejiro, the second generation owner, manufactured bags for
tradesmen such as carpenters, gardeners, sake, milk and
ice dealers and pharmacists. After the Second World War,
Nobuo, the third generation owner, also handled awnings
for storefronts and cover sheets for trucks, and in particular, tents and rucksacks for mountain climbing became the
top brand for western Japan.
Kikuo Ichizawa, the owner of Ki-Ichizawa, together with
Nobuo, established the designs for canvas bags, supervised
their production by skilled craftsmen, and have made their
canvas bags among Japan’s favorites.
Canvas Bag Ki-Ichizawa’s products are made with
canvas, a thick and durable material made of cotton. Using
high quality canvas, all materials from tape and metal
fittings to fasteners are carefully selected. By using only
necessary things with no superfluous decorations, these
products are designed to be efficient, easy to use and
practical. Kyoto craftsmen carefully finish the sewing on
each bag, one by one, making them strong and simple.
Ki-Ichizawa has now become a representative of the Kyoto
brand, and their products are popular souvenirs among
many tourists from all around the world.

⬆Left: 157-SP (yellow/beige) ¥5,600 / Center: 067 (red/beige) ¥16,000 /
Right: 083-L (blue/beige) ¥8,800. *All prices exclude tax.

⬇The canvas bags are all handmade by skilled craftsmen.

⬆The store has the appearance of a traditional Kyoto machiya townhouse and is located
near the Chion-in-mae bus stop.

帆布カバン 㐂一澤 Canvas Bag Ki-Ichizawa

⬅The shop interior
is filled with many
different varieties of
canvas bags.

京都市東山区東大路新橋上ル西側
（八坂神社祇園石段下北へ徒歩2分知恩院新門前）
On the west side of Higashioji, north of Shinbashi,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
(A 2-min. walk from the north side of Yasaka Shrine)
TEL: 075-531-1296
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:30 (Closed Wed.)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://ki-ichizawa.com/

MAP ⓴

Google MAP
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お食事処 錦鶴
Kinkaku

Kyoto Cuisine

A popular all-you-can-eat buffet of delicious “obanzai”,
Kyoto-style side dishes, located near the World Heritage
Site of Kinkakuji Temple.

Kinkaku restaurant is ideally located, a 3-minute walk
from the most visited sightseeing spot of Kinkakuji
Temple, and is popular with not only Japanese people, but
also with foreign tourists. Its signature dish is the “Kyoto
Obanzai Buffet”, with 25 kinds of home-style cooked traditional Kyoto obanzai dishes including freshly-fried crispy
tempura, Kyoto tofu, Kyoto vegetables and assorted noodle
dishes that all use seasonal ingredients, and it is all-youcan-eat for 60 minutes. The famous Yudofu (boiled tofu) is
particularly excellent as it uses soft and smooth tofu from
the long-established Toyoukeya Yamamoto tofu shop.
Obanzai are very healthy and good for the body as vegetables are the main ingredients. There is a variety of lunch
set menu items, such as the special “Kinkaku Bento” where
beautiful Kyoto cuisine is served luxuriously arranged in a
large bowl 30cm in diameter, and comes with Yudofu.
Kinkakuji Temple, Ryoanji Temple and Ninnaji Temple are
all close by, along with many other interesting historic sites.
Please visit the Kinkaku restaurant as part of your trip to
Kinkakuji Temple.

⬆Kyoto Obanzai
Buffet, adults ¥1,800,
children (up to 12
years old) ¥1,100,
children (3 to 5 years
old) ¥500.
*Contents are subject
to change depending
on the season.
*All prices exclude
tax.

⬆The spacious large dining hall.
⬇You can enjoy your meal with a view of the inner garden.

金閣寺前・お食事処

きんかく

⬆Kinkaku Bento, ¥2,500. (Reservation required.)

お食事処 錦鶴 Kinkaku
京都市北区衣笠馬場町43 43 Kinugasa Baba-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-462-4949 OPEN: 11:00 to 17:00 (L.O. 16:00)
Seating is available for 300 guests. English menus are available.
Please feel free to ask the English-speaking staff. Parking is
available (with space for large buses). 1 min. walk from Kyoto City
Bus stop “Kinkakuji”. 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi.
*WeChat Pay available.
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Order the buffet and show this magazine for free soft drinks and coffee at the drinks bar

柚之茶屋
Yunochaya

The Original Soba Noodles
with Grated Yam Restaurant

Located near the world heritage site of Kokedera
Temple, and famous for its specialty soba, “Koke no
Tsuki” (Moon of Moss).

“Koke no Tsuki” is a soba noodle dish with grated yam,
served in a sepia-colored Kiyomizuyaki pottery bowl. The
yam is Japanese yam from Kyoto’s Tamba region, carefully
grated and flavored in a mortar, and is spread over handmade soba noodles in a broth made from bonito and kelp.
Decorated with an egg yolk, toasted nori seaweed and dried
green seaweed flakes, this special dish is finished with aromatic yuzu fruit. At around the time of Yunochaya’s establishment, Kinkakuji Temple’s 13th chief abbot Jikai Murakami smacked his lips, declaring the dish to look just like
the moon reflecting in the lake at Kokedera temple’s moss
garden, and gave it the name “Koke no Tsuki” or “Moon of
Moss”. The restaurant was honored with one of the abbot’s
works of calligraphy. The dish has many repeat customers.
Sanmaian is Yunochaya’s sister sweets restaurant, located
in front of the gates of Suzumushidera Temple. Recommended dishes are the “Shiratama azuki”, rice-flour dumplings with plenty of Dainagon red beans from the Tamba
region, and the “Ousu set” which includes a mortar that
comes with sakurayu, an infusion of pickled cherry blossoms and boiled water. There are also seasonal sweets, such
as handmade “Hiyashi ame” (cold sweet ginger drink) and
“Kuromitsu koori” (shaved ice with black sugar syrup) in the
summer, and “Kuri zenzai” (red bean soup with chestnuts)
in the winter. If you are visiting either the world heritage site
of Kokedera Temple or Suzumushidera Temple, you are very
welcome to drop by.

⬆“Koke no Tsuki”, Yunochaya’s
specialty dish.

Koke no Tsuki
(soba noodles with
grated yam)

¥1,150

Nishin (herring)
soba noodles

¥1,150

Wheat rice with
grated yam

¥1,360

Cold soba noodles

¥890

Desserts also available
*Seating for 35 people.
*All prices include tax.

⬅The exterior of
Yunochaya, right in
front of the gates of
Kokedera Temple.

ゆ

の

ちゃ

や

苔寺畔
本家とろろ
柚之茶屋 Yunochaya
京都市西京区松尾万石町53
（ 苔寺畔）
Near Kokedera Temple, 53 Mangoku-cho,
Matsuo, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-381-4461 OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.yunochaya.jp
COUPON

Show this magazine when ordering a
meal to get a free Warabimochi dessert.

MAP

Google MAP

Seasonal limited menu
Rice with seasonal ingredients
and Tempura Udon set

¥1,050

Warabimochi set
¥740
Ousu set
¥790
Kyoto Namafu Dengaku set
¥840
(wheat gluten with miso sauce)
Matcha pudding set
Nishin (herring) soba noodles

¥890
¥950

三昧庵 Sanmaian
京都市西京区松室地家町（鈴虫寺門前）
In front of Suzumushidera
MAP
Temple Gate, Jige-cho,
Matsumuro, Nishikyo-ku,
Kyoto
TEL: 075-394-6565
OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
30 min. from Kyoto
Station by taxi

Google MAP
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Kyoto’s special

café & restaurant bars,
Japanese sake bars,
whiskey and wine bars
Here is an introduction to popular bars that you can enjoy after
sightseeing in Kyoto. Experience international cultural exchange in
bars in places around Kyoto Station, Nijo Castle, and the Nishijin,
Kawaramachi, Karasuma and Pontocho areas!

Sarasa Nishijin

さらさ西陣
An antique-looking café that is a renovated 90-year-old public bath house.
As it is a 20-minute walk from Kinkakuji Temple, please visit after enjoying a leisurely stroll.
京都市北区紫野東藤ノ森町11-1 / 11-1 Murasakino Higashifujinomori-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

MAP

Google MAP

TEL 075-432-5075 OPEN: 12:00‒23:00
Lunch: 12:00‒15:00, Late afternoon meals: 15:00‒18:00,
Dinner: 18:00‒22:00 (L.O. 22:00) Closed Last Wed of every month
URL: http://cafe-sarasa.com

Menu

Oboro Tofu (half-curdled tofu) rice bowl
with avocado, tomato and shio-kombu
(salted kelp) ¥920
Egg sandwich ¥810
Napolitan spaghetti ¥840
Cream gratin with braised pork, deep-fried
potatoes and Kujo negi onions ¥910
Chicken steak with blue cheese cream sauce
¥920

CLAMP COFFEE Sarasa

<Drinks>

Chai ¥530
Café au lait ¥530
Mango lassi ¥550
Yebisu draft beer ¥600
Sangria ¥630
*Vegetarian menu available.
*All prices exclude tax.
*No cover charge.

Near Nijo
Castle

京都市中京区西ノ京職司町67-38
67-38 Nishinokyo Shokushi-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-822-9397 OPEN: 8:00‒18:00
Closed Last Wed of every month
URL: http://www.cafe-sarasa.com/shop̲clamp/

Google MAP
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Carefully hand picked
coffee beans are roasted
depending on their origin. Try a cup of freshly-made hand-dripped
coffee with a cake from
the Sarasa Bakery.

The antique interior is covered all over with Japanese-made
majolica tiles. The building and tiles are very valuable, and the
café is designated by Kyoto city as a registered cultural property.
The bathtubs still remain under the floor by the customer seats.

Saka-ya Kuboshima

酒屋くぼしま
Taste and buy sake at a liquor shop specializing in Japanese sake!
You can also have a casual drink at the standing bar!
京都市中京区三条河原町東入中島町83-3 / 83-3 Nakajima-cho, Sanjo Kawaramachi Higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-231-8688 OPEN: 11:00‒22:00 No regular holidays

MAP

Google MAP

@SakayaKuboshima

Menu
Sake (60ml) ¥450
Good value set: 2 glasses of sake
(50ml) with side dish ¥650
Food that goes with sake ¥350
•Arare rice crackers
•Assortment of pickles
•Dish simmered in kombu kelp and
Japanese sansho pepper broth
•Kumiage yuba (fresh tofu skin)
•Himono dried fish
*All prices include tax.
*No cover charge.

A guide book on how to enjoy
sake is available for free inside!

Saka-ya Kuboshima, a liquor shop specializing in Japanese sake, opened in September, 2017, on
Sanjo-dori Street, one of Kyoto's main streets. After gaining 18 years of experience at a sake brewing
company, the owner opened this shop to promote Japanese sake more widely and create a space for
sampling sake. There are about 90 kinds of sake that the owner himself goes to buy directly from the
breweries. In particular, there is a focus on sake from the northern part of Kyoto that are full of individual character.
Sake can be bought from ¥1,000 for 720ml, with a substantial number in the ¥1,500 price range. If
you are unsure which to buy, first try a sample. There are also snacks available that go well with sake.
Why not try the taste of this sake and that sake, and by chatting with the owner, purchase a bottle of
sake that is just right for you?
“Atsukan” (hot sake) is
served from a special
“chirori” tin pot. You can
experience Japanese sake
culture and also enjoy
the sake vessels.

Depending on the season, you can
also drink sake outside while enjoying a conversation with the owner.
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Wine Café Kyoto Karasuma

ワインカフェ 京都烏丸
Enjoy excellent sommelier recommended
wine and world-famous cheeses in a
casual and relaxed atmosphere.

MAP

Google MAP

京都市下京区骨屋町316エムシービル2F
2F MC Bldg, 316 Honeya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-741-8999 OPEN: 17:00‒1:00 (L.O.24:00), Sun 17:00‒24:00
(L.O.23:00), Closed Wed
URL: http://www.winecafe-kyotokarasuma.com/english

Ki-Bar

気-Bar
Ki-Bar is a foreign run bar offering a fun
and friendly place to have a drink in Kyoto.

MAP

Google MAP

京都市中京区石屋町先斗町三条下る 先斗町歌舞練場前
In front of Pontocho Kaburenjo Theater, Pontocho Sanjo-sagaru, Ishiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 090-8481-9562 OPEN: 14:00‒0:00 (Fri & Sat 14:00‒2:00)
URL: https://www.kibarkyoto.com/

The 1st floor offers counter seating for about 10. The
2nd floor has a lounge with a massive TV for sports or
movies in sofa-style seating for 10 and the 3rd floor offers
amazing karaoke (English, Chinese, Korean, etc.) in a
nice Japanese tatami-style setting.
Catering for private parties and various drink options
available. English and Japanese OK. Free Wi-Fi and
phone charging. Various events: sake tasting, beer
tasting, seasonal parties etc...
Come visit Ki-Bar while you're in Kyoto.

Menu

Bottle of wine ¥2,980
(flat price)
Glass of wine from ¥350
Gorgonzola Pizza with
Honey ¥880
Assorted cheeses
(5 kinds of cheese) ¥1,050
Smoked salmon salad ¥780
Uncured ham ¥680

Menu

Drinks from ¥500
Wine, Sake, Japanese
Whiskies, Craft Beer
and more.
Homemade food also
available.

*All prices exclude tax.
*Cover charge required.

*All prices include tax.
*No cover charge.

Rojioku Garden 168

路地奥Garden168
A 6 minute walk from the World Heritage Site of Nijo Castle, with an abundant menu of local
Kyoto ingredients. The townhouse building’s inner court open terrace tables are recommended.
Drink alcoholic beverages at your leisure, available from lunchtime.

MAP

Google MAP

京都市中京区小川通御池南入ル壺屋町 丸益西村屋路地奥 / Back street of Marumasu-Nishimuraya, Tsuboya-cho, Ogawa-dori, Oike Minami-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-251-1010 OPEN: 11:30‒15:00(L.O.14:30), 18:00‒23:00(※Fri & Sat ‒24:00)
Food: L.O.22:00 Fri & Sat 23:00, Drink: L.O.22:30 Fri & Sat 23:30 Closed Wed (Open if national holiday)
URL: http://www.geocities.jp/kurokawa̲8910/

Menu

Jerk Chicken ¥1,100, Miso Cream Cheese ¥800,
Dashimaki Tamago (Rolled Omelette) Sandwich ¥1,100,
Roast Beef ¥1,200
*Reservations required for vegetarian menu.
*Major credit cards accepted. *English menu available. *No cover charge.
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Japanese Whisky Yamazaki 12 years
old ¥1,500, The Hakushu NV ¥1,000,
Draft beer ¥600, Craft beer ¥900,
Cocktails from ¥700, Soft drinks from
*All prices exclude tax.
¥500

Dining & Bar

KOLEKSI コレクシー

MAP

A restaurant with a Bali-style interior!
Enjoy a variety of dishes from light snacks
to proper meals, such as aged beef and
Google MAP
fresh seafood. An 8 min. walk from Kyoto Station.

*English & Chinese menu available.

京都市南区東九条中御霊町51-1 リンツ大石橋2F
2F Rintsu Oishibashi, 51-1 Nakagoryo-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-692-3000 OPEN: 17:30‒2:00 No regular holidays
URL: http://www.koleksi.com.mx

ran Hotei

らん布袋
A café where you can experience Chanoyu
(Tea Ceremony). Enjoy a traditional bowl of
matcha with tea master Randy Channell Soei.

MAP

Google MAP

京都府京都市中京区上瓦町６４ 京都三条会商店街内
In the Kyoto Sanjokai Shopping Arcade, 64 Kamikawara-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-801-0790 OPEN: Mon‒Fri 11:30‒20:00 (Fridays until 23:00),
Sat‒Sun 11:00‒20:00 Closed Thu URL: https://ranhotei.com/english/

Chanoyu (tea ceremony)Experience Menu
For 2 or more people.
(Bookings on the day
might be accepted but best
to reserve beforehand.)
Fee: ¥3,500 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour
Place: ran Hotei

Randy’s homemade curry and nan set ¥950
Today’s soup with fresh bread (100% vegan) ¥850
Koicha tofu cake (with drink) ¥1,000
Matcha and Japanese sweet set from ¥850
Coffee ¥460
The original Matcha carbonated drink ¥700
Beer / wine ¥550
Japanese sake smoothie ¥620

*All prices include tax.
*All seats are non-smoking.
*Alcoholic drinks available all day. *No cover charge.

Menu

Beer / Cocktails
¥500 each
Aged beef steak
from ¥2,600
Hamburger steak
¥900
Cheese Fondue
¥800
Seafood Ajillo
¥900
*All prices exclude tax.
*No cover charge.

Osake no Bijutsukan
Sanjo Karasuma Main Shop

MAP

お酒の美術館 三条烏丸本店
Google MAP
A stock of over 1500 precious old bottles
of Japanese and Scotch whiskies. 1 drink from ¥300.
京都市中京区三条烏丸西入る北側 文椿ビルヂング2階
2F Fumitsubaki Bldg, North side of Sanjo and Karasuma, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Osake no Bijutsukan
Sanjo Kawaramachi Shop

MAP

お酒の美術館 三条河原町店
Google MAP
Over 1000 drinks, all at ¥500, at this
standing-style bar, all food ¥250! Special Kawaramachi
original blend of Japanese whiskey is recommended!

TEL 075-746-6909 OPEN: 12:00‒24:00 No regular holidays

京都市中京区河原町三条下ル東側 コニーアイランドビル１階
1F Coney Island Bldg, East side of Kawaramachi and Sanjo, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

*Happy hour (14:00‒20:00) Pay ¥500 when you enter to get 50% oﬀ
drinks on the menu

Whiskies and cocktails from 11:00, drink premium whiskies for ¥500! An
enjoyable standing bar for international exchanges! Take drinks outside to
drink in special containers! All prices include tax.

Menu

Menu

A retro-style pub on the 2nd floor of Fumitsubaki Building, a Tangible
Cultural Property from 1920. All prices include tax. Free Wi-Fi available.

Suntory Hibiki 17 year old ¥900
(¥450 during Happy Hour)
Roasted Camembert Cheese Crackers ¥300
Edamame in Olive Oil ¥300
Kyoto Beef “Hiro” Hamburger sandwich ¥700
Yamazaki 12 year old, Hibiki 17 year old, ¥900
30 Japanese whiskies from ¥300
*No cover charge.

TEL 075-257-1777 OPEN: 11:00‒23:00 Open daily

Drinks are all ¥500

Yamazaki 12 year old, Hibiki 17 year old,
Taketsuru 17 year old, etc.

Food dishes are all ¥250
Arare (rice crackers), Tacos chips,
Marinated mini tomatoes,
Roasted Camembert Cheese, etc.

*No cover charge.
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下鴨神社

Shimogamojinja Shrine

Kamo (Aoi) Festival May 15th

The history of Shimogamo-jinja Shrine, a World Heritage Site, extends at least two thousand years. A recent excavation of the Tadasu-nomori, the shrine’s forest, unearthed artifacts from as long ago as the Yayoi period (circa 400 B.C. ‒ A.D. 300). Fragments of plates and arrowheads were found in good condition throughout the forest excavation site. Artifacts dating from later periods document the evolution of
society around the shrine. On the north side of the shrine is Kawai-jinja Shrine, dedicated to a guardian deity for women, and popular for
praying for beauty. Also within the shrine grounds is Koto Shrine, a series of sub-shrines dedicated to the 12 animal signs of the zodiac.

Yabusame Ritual

Yabusame, or Yabosame, refers to the shooting of Kabura-ya arrows (arrows shaped like a
turnip) from horseback. Every year on May 3rd, this equestrian archery ritual takes place on the
day before the Aoi Festival.

An nual e vent s

New Year rituals
Jan 1
Hobei Ritual, Heihaku
Donation, Oyakushu Oﬀering,
Wakamizu Oﬀering, New Year’s
Festival, Gonaigi Gokito
Festival
Jan 15
Okayu Festival (Mitobiraki
Ritual)

In the Heian period, nobles used to perform puriﬁcation rites at the turning of the seasons in
order to be free of sin and uncleanness. It was said that on Doyo no Ushi no Hi (late July),
soaking your legs in the Mitarashi Pond would purify you, and be eﬀective against disease and
good for the easy delivery of babies. Every year on this day, there is a foot bathing ritual at
Mitarashi Pond, enshrined at the Mitarashi Shrine within the shrine grounds. Men and women of
all ages come to soak their legs and pray for sound health.

Spring rituals
Feb 3
Setsubun Festival, Tsuinayumi Ritual,
Tsuinamemaki, Gomagi Ritual,
Goshinpushono Ritual
Aoi Festival rituals
May 4
Saioudai Omisoginogi Ritual (alternating
yearly with Kamigamo-jinja Shrine)
May 14
Katataku Gonin Funa Hoken Festival
Summer rituals
Jun 1
Kifunesha Festival

下鴨神社（賀茂御祖神社）／京都市左京区下鴨泉川町59
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Mitarashi Festival

Autumn rituals
Oct 23
Shoko Festival
Winter rituals
Nov 23
Niiname Festival
Dec 13
Aioisha Festival
Dec 22
Gonaigi Gokito Festival
Dec 31
Joya (New Year’s Eve)
Festival, Oharai-shiki (Great
Puriﬁcation Rite)

Shimogamo-jinja Shrine ( Kamomioya-jinja Shrine)／59 Shimogamo-Izumigawa-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-781-0010 Open 6:30‒17:00 all year round http://www.shimogamo-jinja.or.jp

MAP

F

WORLD CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES AND
POPULAR TOURIST SPOTS
西本願寺 Nishi Hongwanji Temple

A

金閣寺 Kinkakuji Temple

醍醐寺 Daigoji Temple

仁和寺 Ninnaji Temple

B

C

D

2075‐371‐5181

2０７５‐４６１‐００１３

2０７５‐４６１‐１１５５

2０７５‐５７１‐０００２

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

下鴨神社
Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

西芳寺
（苔寺）
Saihoji Temple (Kokedera Temple)

龍安寺 Ryoanji Temple

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/

E

F

G

2０７５‐７８１‐００１１

2０７５‐７８１‐００１０

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.kamigamojinja.jp/

H

2０７５‐４６３‐２２１６

2０７５‐３９１‐３６３１

http://www.shimogamo-jinja.or.jp/

天龍寺 Tenryuji Temple

I

http://www.daigoji.or.jp/

http://www.ninnaji.or.jp

http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/k_about.html

上賀茂神社
Kamigamo-jinja Shrine

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.ryoanji.jp/

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

銀閣寺 Ginkakuji Temple

東寺 Toji Temple

J

K

二条城 Nijo Castle

L

2０７５‐８８１‐１２３５

2０７５‐７７１‐５７２５

2０７５‐６９１‐３３２５

2０７５‐８４１‐００９６

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

35 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.tenryuji.com/

http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/g_about.html

平等院 Byodo-in Temple

M

2０７７４‐２１‐２８６１

O

2０７５‐５５１‐１２３４

http://www.kiyomizudera.or.jp/

宇治上神社 Ujigami-jinja Shrine

八坂神社 Yasaka-jinja Shrine

嵯峨野 竹林の道
Sagano Chikurin-no-michi

U

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

2０７５‐８６１‐４２０４

50 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

60 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.hieizan.or.jp/

S

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.kodaiji.com/

http://www.yasaka-jinja.or.jp

http://www.kosanji.com/

哲学の道 Tetsugaku-no-michi
The Philosopher’s Walk

T

2075-561-9966

2075-561-6155
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

P

高台寺 Kodai-ji Temple

R

2０７７４‐２１‐４６３４

高山寺 Kosanji Temple

2０７７‐５７８‐０００１

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.byodoin.or.jp/

Q

http://www.city.kyoto.jp/bunshi/nijojo/

比叡山延暦寺
Hieizan Enryakuji Temple

清水寺 Kiyomizudera Temple

N

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.toji.or.jp/

三十三間堂 Sanjusangendo Temple

大徳寺 Daitokuji Temple

V

W

A 1.5 km long path stretching from Nanzenji temple to Ginkakuji Temple, famous
for the cherry blossoms.
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

伏見稲荷大社
Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine

X

2０７5‐561-0467

2０７5‐491-0019

2０７5‐641-7331

10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://sanjusangendo.jp

http://www.rinnou.net/cont_03/07daitoku/

http://inari.jp/

*Taxi times from Kyoto Station are approximate, as they may vary due to traffic conditions.
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Mori Kansai
《Goose》
Meiji period,
color painting on silk,
The National Museum
of Modern Art, Kyoto

Namikawa Yasuyuki
《Decorated Pot and Lid with Flower and Bird Designs》
Meiji‒Taisho period, Yusenshippo cloisonné enamelware,
The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto

京都国立近代美術館【岡崎公園内】
The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto
March 20 (Tue)–May 20 (Sun), 2018

Closed Mondays (Open the Monday of April 30)
9:30 – 17:00 (Last admission 16:30) Fridays and Saturdays 9:30 – 20:00 (Last admission 19:30)
Some exhibits will be changed during the period of the exhibition.

http://www.momak.go.jp/
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Organizer:
The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto
The Kyoto Shimbun
Special cooperation:
Tokyo National Museum

Admission
Adult
University students

Day of admission Advance
¥1,000
¥500

¥800
¥400

Group
(20 or more)

After 5PM on
Fri. and Sat. nights

¥800
¥400

¥800
¥400

Thomas B. Blow
《Plate of Wreath with Flower and Butterﬂy Designs》
Meiji‒Taisho period, painted and gilded earthernware,
The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto
* High school students or younger are free
* Collection gallery is available with this ticket.
* Visitors with disability and one person accompanying them are admitted free of
charge. (Please present certiﬁcate at the admission.)
* Advance tickets are available until March 19, 2018

KYOTO EVENT CALENDAR
Festivals and Cultural Events
1
3
4
JAN 8‒12
21
25
2‒4
FEB
25
1
3
MAR
25‒4/7
30
1‒23
1st Sat‒
3rd Sun

4

APR 7‒9

10
13‒16
21‒29
29
1‒4
1‒24
MAY 3
5
15
1
JUN 1/2
5‒6

New Year Celebrations
［All Kyoto shrines］
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
Karuta-hajime-shiki
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Kemari-hajime
［Ebisu-jinja Shrine］
Hatsu-ebisu Ceremony
Hatsu-kobo Flea Market ［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
Hatsu-tenjin Market
［Yoshida-jinja Shrine］
Setsubun Festival
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
Plum Blossom Festival
Hina-matsuri Doll Festival ［Hokyoji Temple］
Nagashi-bina Doll Floating［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kamishichiken Kaburenjo］
Kitano Odori Dance
［Zuishin-in Temple］
Hanezu-odori Dance
［Kyoto Art Theater Shunjuza］
Miyako-odori Dance
Kyo Odori Dance
［Miyagawa Kaburenjo］
Yasurai Festival
［Imamiya-jinja Shrine］
Rokkakudo Temple Night Illumination［Rokkakudo Temple］
Cherry Blossom Festival ［Hirano-jinja Shrine］
Ikenobo Ikebana Spring Exhibition［Ikenobo Headquarters］
［Mibudera Temple］
Mibu Kyogen Play
［Jonangu Shrine］
Kyokusui-no-utage
［Senbon Enmado Temple］
Enmado Kyogen Play
［Pontocho Kaburenjo］
Kamogawa-odori Dance
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Yabusame-shinji
Kurabe-uma Horse Racing ［Kamigamo-jinja Shrine］
Aoi Festival
［Kami/Shimogamo-jinja Shrines］
Kifune Festival
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
Kyoto Takigi Noh Play
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
Agata Festival
［Agata-jinja Shrine］

Kifune Water Festival
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
Pottery Memorial Service ［Senbon Shakado Temple］
Gion Yoiyama Main Parade Events［Various Yamahoko-machi］
Gion Festival (Main) Parade［Kyoto City Center］
Gion Yoiyama Second Parade Events［Various Yamahoko-machi］
Gion Festival (Second) Parade［Kyoto City Center］
5 day period
before & after Mitarashi Festival
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Doyo no Ushi no Hi
31(night) Sennichi-mairi Ceremony ［Atago-jinja Shrine］
7‒10
Gojozaka Pottery Festival ［Along Gojo-dori Street］
16
Daimonji Gozan-okuribi Bonﬁre
23/24
Sento-kuyo Memorial Service ［Adashino Nenbutsuji Temple］
7
［Matsuo-taisha Shrine］
Hassaku Festival
4th Mon Kushi (Comb) Festival
［Yasui Konpiragu Shrine］
30
Kangetsu-no-yube Moon Viewing［Daikakuji Temple］
1‒5
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
Zuiki Festival
11‒13
Autumn Mibu Kyogen Play ［Mibudera Temple］
22
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
Jidai Festival
22
［Yuki-jinja Shrine］
Kurama Fire Festival
3
［Jonangu Shrine］
Kyokusui-no-utage
8
［Gion Shirakawa River］
Kanikakuni Festival
7‒12
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition ［Ikenobo Headquarters］
9‒12
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition ［Takashimaya Dept. Store］
2nd Sun Arashiyama Momiji Festival ［Arashiyama Hoshokai］
30〜12/25 Kichirei Kaomise Kogyo（Kabuki）［Pontocho Kaburenjo Theater］
21
Shimai-kobo Flea Market ［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
25
Shimai-tenjin Market
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
31
Okera-mairi Ceremony

7
9‒12
14‒16
JUL 17
21‒23
24

AUG
SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

＊Event dates may change due to unforseen circumstances.

Nagashibina Doll
Floating
Mar 3

Aoi
Festival
May 15

Kyokusui-noutage
Apr 29
&
Nov 3

Mitarashi
Festival
5 day
period
before &
after
Doyo no
Ushi no Hi
(late July)

Late March~April

Best Times and Places for
Cherry Blossom Viewing
Late
Kiyomizudera Temple, Hirano-jinja Shrine,
March〜 Daigoji Temple, Chion-in Temple, Nanzenji
Early
Temple, Heian-jingu Shrine, Maruyama Park,
April
Tofukuji Temple, Shojiji Temple, Daikakuji
Temple, Hirosawa-no-ike and Osawa-no-ike
Ponds, Jonangu Shrine
Mid
April

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine, Tetsugaku-no-michi
(The Philosopher's Walk), Yase, Shinnyodo
Temple, Yamashina Canal, Arashiyama,
Sagano, Yoshiminedera Temple, Kinzoji
Temple, Oharano-jinja Shrine, Jingoji Temple,
Kozanji Temple, Kiyotaki, Sanzen-in Temple,
Joshokoji Temple

Late
April

Kinkakuji Temple, Shimyo-in Temple, Byodoin Temple, Ninnaji Temple, Kuramayama
Mountain, Bujoji Temple

Jidai
Festival
Oct 22

Gion
Festival
Parade
Jul 17

Kurama
Fire
Festival
Oct 22

Late October~November
Best Times and Places for
Autumn Leaves Viewing
Late
Oct

Nison-in Temple, Sanzen-in Temple,
Kurama Temple, Kifune Temple, Bujoji
Temple, Toji-in Temple

Early Nijo Castle, Ginkakuji Temple, Kinzoji
Nov Temple, Yoshiminedera Temple, Tofukuji
Temple, Manshu-in Temple, Joshokoji
Temple, Kanshuji Temple
Mid
Nov

Nanzenji Temple, Jonangu Shrine, Ninnaji
Temple, Kiyomizudera Temple, Arashiyama,
Sagano, Shojiji Temple, Byodo-in Temple,
Entsuji Temple, Koetsuji Temple, Kozanji
Temple, Jingoji Temple, Shisendo Temple,
Sekizanzen-in Temple, Jakko-in Temple,
Joruriji Temple, Kiyotaki

Late
Nov

Eikando Temple, Zuishin-in Temple,
Anrakuji Temple, Sekihoji Temple
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CENTRAL KYOTO AREA AND ARASHIYAMA AREA MAP
Shrine

卍 Temple

Arashiyama Area
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World Cultural
Heritage Sites

i

Information

Foreign
Exchange

Post
Office

H Hotel

Drugstore
R Ryokan
(Japanese Inn) D

Department Store
Shopping Mall

Electronic
Goods Store

Central Kyoto Area

KYOTO GUIDE MAP
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永観堂 Temple
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Kyoto
Line

JR東海道新幹線
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Toji
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Kyoto Yodobashi

祇園

Hachijo-dori
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Temple 東寺

Yasaka-jinja
Shrine

Shichijo

Nishioji

Hankyu
Kyoto
Main
Line
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清水五条
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ジェイアール京都伊勢丹
JR Kyoto Isetan
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Matsubara-dori
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京都
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Katsuragawa
River
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Sanjo

Kawaramachi 河原町
祇園 南座 Minamiza
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Theater
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髙島屋
Gion Shijo
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銀閣寺

T

Kyoto Zoo

東山 Higashiyama

八坂神社

京都水族館
Kyoto Aquarium

ビックカメラ JR京都駅店
BIC CAMERA JR Kyoto Station

Sanjo Keihan

錦市場

Nishi-Hongwanji Temple Higashi-Honganji
Kyoto Tower 京都タワー Temple

Hankyu Kyoto
Main Line

Yoshida-jinja
Shrine

ロームシアター京都
ROHM Theatre Kyoto
京都国立近代美術館
National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto

Nishiki Market

Fushimi
Momoyama

Kami-katsura

G

吉田神社

Kyoto
University

Ginkakuji

J Temple

京都市美術館 Municipal Museum of Art

京都文化博物館
The Museum of Kyoto
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西京極
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北野天満宮
平野神社

Daikakuji
Temple

Takaragaike

Matsugasaki

京都コンサートホール
Kyoto Concert Hall

北大路
バス
ターミナル
Kitaoji Bus
Terminal

今宮通

Sanpoji
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延暦寺

Kitayama-dori
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グランドプリンスホテル京都
Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto
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Shrines and temples
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Museums/facilities
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世界文化遺産
World Cultural Heritage Sites

Rokujizo

M

Kohata
Kowata

To Uji 至 宇治

Uji

Q

Manpukuji
Temple
萬福寺
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Japan's first Foreign Friendly TAXI stands!
Due to the recent sudden increase in the number of visiting travellers from abroad, Kyoto City, in collaboration with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, taxi business associations, the Kyoto Taxi Operation Center and other bodies, has put into practice an endeavor to improve the language skills of taxi drivers
and to improve the environment for accepting the needs of foreigners. Foreign Friendly TAXI has begun its
trial by setting up special taxi stands, the first in Japan, at JR Kyoto Station’s Karasuma and Hachijo Gates, with
drivers and taxis specially certified by Kyoto city's taxi companies. Although they are taxi stands with priority
for foreigners, the taxis may also be used by people with large suitcases, wheelchairs and baby carriages.
Magnetic plate

Sticker

Indicator lamp

VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI sticker *

* To improve the environment for acceptance of foreign visitors to Japan, and as a measure to increase travel consumption and revitalize the Kyoto area,
Kyoto City entered into a comprehensive regional vitalization partnership agreement with Visa Worldwide Japan on December 1, 2015. As part of this
agreement, the “VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI” stickers will be placed on these taxis.

There are 170 certified drivers who have received training in customer service and foreign
languages. These drivers have special driver IDs or wear special armbands as they drive to the
requested destination and at no extra charge. There are 101 certified vehicles scheduled to be in
use. The certified taxis have specialized indicator lamps and are marked with magnetic plates or
stickers. There are also handy Point-and-Speak foreign language sheets available for foreign
travellers to use where they can point to words or phrases they wish to say.

Credit cards OK!

ICOCA card OK!

* Payment may be made with credit cards or traffic IC
cards (IC card readers are to be installed by August,
2016). There are wagon type cars and Universal Design
taxis which have space for more than two large pieces of
luggage such as suitcases.

A Point-and-Speak
foreign language sheet

Calling Foreign Friendly TAXIs by smartphone app
According to a survey carried out in March and July of 2016, there were many requests for the
ability to use Foreign Friendly TAXIs from places other than Kyoto Station. From March 1st, 2017, it
is now possible to specify Foreign Friendly TAXIs from the “Japan Taxi” smartphone app when
calling for a taxi.
The customer indicates their current location and their desired
⬅Look for this logo
when choosing the
destination, and selects the Foreign Friendly TAXI logo when calling
taxi company in the
a taxi. A notification is sent out to all Foreign Friendly TAXIs, and the
app.
nearest one will pick up the customer.
JAPAN’S
FIRST EVER!

JR Kyoto Station

Foreign Friendly TAXI Stand Guide

KARASUMA GATE Map MAP

HACHIJO GATE Map MAP

Operating hours: 8:00 to 23:00

Taxi Stand

Taxi Stand

Bus Ticket
Center
⬅JR Central
Ticket Gate

Bus Stop

Foreign Friendly
TAXI stand
Hotel Granvia Kyoto

JR Ticket Shinkansen
Hachijo
Oﬃce
Ticket Gate

ASTY ROAD Dining Area

Bus Stop

Taxi Stand

Hachijo St.
Mielparque Kyoto➡

N

Muromachi St.
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Kyoto City
Industry and Tourism Bureau
Tourism and MICE
Promotion Office

Foreign Friendly
TAXI stand

Walkway

Shiokoji St.

Operating hours: 24 hours a day

N

Karasuma St.

Kyoto
Tower

⬆QR code download
link to the “Japan
Taxi” app.

Bus Stop
*Only station wagons and UD
(Universal Design) cars are
available at Hachijo Gate

The taste of Kyoto - fine food you must eat!
Kyoto cuisine

IMOBOU Hiranoya
Honten いもぼう平野家本店

GION

This is a long-established restaurant that
continues to pass on its traditional flavors
for more than 300 years. The "Imobou"
dish of stewed ebi imo (taro) and bodara
(dried cod) is a typically Kyoto flavor.

Nichigetsuan

日月庵

Near Kiyomizudera Temple, you can enjoy
seasonal Kyoto cuisine with a view of all of Kyoto.
The reasonably priced lunch is also popular.

Kiyomizu
Yudofu (boiled
tofu)
Gozen
Kaiseki
from ¥2,500
¥3,000
Kyoto Vegetables Kaiseki*
¥5,000 *Reservation required

Imobou
Yuki
Maruyama
Gozen
Gozen Gozen
from ¥2,500 ¥3,000 ¥5,000

MAP

Chion-in Minamimon-mae, Maruyamakoen-nai,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-561-0077

OPEN: 10:30 to 20:30 (L.O. 20:00)

OPEN: 10:30 to 21:00 (L.O.20:00)

http://www.imobou.net/english.html

Google MAP

春神

Kyoto cuisine

PONTOCHO

Enjoy colorful Kyoto cuisine, especially during
the summer riverside dining that the Pontocho
area is famous for. Feel free to try the numerous
single dishes, too.

MAP

2-232, Kiyomizuzaka, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-561-1603

Harukami

http://www.nichigetsuan.com/index.html

Google MAP

Tempura

Kitamura

きたむら PONTOCHO

The restaurant is at the back of a narrow
alleyway off Pontocho street. Enjoy shrimp
and Kyoto vegetable tempura, fried fresh right
before your eyes.

[Day]

[Day]

Harukami course ¥2,000
Maiko course ¥3,000
Pontocho course from ¥4,000
Kamogawa course ¥5,000

MAP

169-3 Kashiwaya-cho, 10m in on the west side, north of intersection
of Pontocho and Shijo-dori streets, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

(shrimp tempura

Ebitendon on a bowl of rice) ¥1,000
Chidori course ¥3,000

[Evening]

[Evening]

Miyabi course ¥5,000
169-3 Kashiwaya-cho, 10m in on the west side, north of intersection
of Pontocho and Shijo-dori streets, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-221-0011

TEL: 075-221-0011

OPEN: 11:00 to 15:00(L.O.14:00), 17:00 to 23:00(L.O.21:00)

OPEN: 11:00 to 15:00(L.O.14:00), 17:00 to 22:00(L.O.21:00)

http://harukami.jp/

Google MAP

Hanasato

Kyoto cuisine

KIYOMIZU

花郷

Kyoto cuisine

GION

In Gion's refined Hanamikoji street, you
can enjoy a Kyoto kaiseki course with
seasonal ingredients. A Maiko accompaniment can also be arranged (reservation
required).

http://harukami.jp/kitamura/

MAP

Google MAP

Jurokudai Gondayu 十六代権太夫

Udon & Soba

KIYOMIZU

Recommended for lunch during a visit to
Kiyomizudera Temple, enjoy Kyoto udon
noodles that use only specially selected
ingredients for the noodles and stock.

[Day]

Yasaka from ¥3,000
[Evening]

Nishin (herring) soba ¥1,000
Kitsune (deep-fried
udon ¥700
tofu)
Tempura udon ¥1,100

Kaiseki courses
from ¥8,000 / ¥12,000 / ¥15,000
*Additional 10% service charge is required

South of intersection of Hanamikoji and Shijo-dori streets, 3rd
street in on the west corner, Gionmachi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP

559 Yugyomae-cho, northeast corner, north of intersection of
Higashi-oji and Gojo-dori streets, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-561-3311

TEL: 075-525-2005

OPEN: 11:00 to 15:30(L.O. 14:30), 17:00 to 22:00(L.O.20:00)

OPEN: Weekdays 11:00 to 16:00(L.O.), Weekends &
holidays 11:00 to 17:00(L.O.)

http://www.gion-hanasato.jp/index.html

Google MAP

MAP

Google MAP
*All prices exclude tax.

Sightseeing information center for foreign tourists
外国旅客专用旅游服务处

外國旅客專用旅遊服務處

Memories start from here
KTIC !! TOURIST INFORMATION
3F KYOTO TOWER 京都塔3楼
京都塔三樓
Information
Services
观光指南服务
觀光資訊服務

Travel desk

Keihan Railway

Free Wi-Fi

Money
Exchange
Machine

Prayer
Room

免费 Wi-Fi
免費 Wi-Fi

Free Internet

外币兑换机
外幣兌換機

礼拜室
祈禱室

上网免费
上網免費

From Kyoto, Kansai throughout Japan

旅游服务处 ／ 旅遊櫃台 从京都、关西至日本全国各地 ／ 京都、關西至日本全域

Day-trip
Tours
销售一日游的旅行
販售一日遊行程

Accommodation
住宿设施预约
住宿預約

Baggage
Storage &
Delivery
Service

Tickets & Passes
for Tourists

外国游客专用特惠车票及周游卞
外國遊客專用特惠車票及周遊卞

行李服务
行李服務

Keihan Railway

KYOTO-OSAKA
SIGHTSEEING PASSES

March 31.2018

KYOTO SIGHTSEEING PASS
<1day>

KYOTO-OSAKA SIGHTSEEING PASS <1day>

[From Osaka Municipal Subway]
Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple, Fushimi-Inari
Taisha Shrine, Uji, Byodoin Temple, Osaka Castle

Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple,
Fushimi-Inari Taisha Shrine,
Fushimi Sake Breweries,
Uji, Byodoin Temple

800

Osaka Municipal Transportation Bureau:
Unlimited rides on all subway, New Tram and bus lines
Keihan Railway: Unlimited rides on all lines of the Keihan
Railway and Otokoyama Cable Line (excluding the Otsu Line)

400

Unlimited rides between
Yawatashi and Demachiyanagi Stations
on Keihan Main Line, Keihan Uji Line
and Otokoyama Cable Line

KYOTO-OSAKA SIGHTSEEING PASS <1day • 2day>
Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple, Fushimi-Inari
Taisha Shrine, Fushimi Sake Breweries, Uji,
Byodoin Temple, Osaka Castle

1,200
600

600
300

Unlimited rides on all lines of Keihan Railway and
Otokoyama Cable Line (excluding the Otsu Line)

＊Prices are as of Feb 1, 2018.
Please visit our website for
more details.

Keihan Railway

Business hours

DAIMARU
SHINSAIBASHI
Kansai International Airport
KIX Terminal1
Kansai International Airport
KIX Terminal2

〈Closed from December 30 to January 3〉

TEL

+ 81-75-341-0280

（FAX）+ 81-75-341-0281

MAP

KANSAI TOURIST
INFORMATION CENTER

（3F Kyoto Tower）

3F Kyoto Tower（3 minutes walk from JR Kyoto Station Karasuma Gate）

Yodobashi
Camera

10:30a.m. - 9:00p.m. TEL +81-6-6244-7100
Daimaru Shinsaibashi Store South Building 2F, Osaka
7:00a.m. - 10:00p.m. TEL +81-72-456-6160
Central 1F, Terminal 1 Building

11:30a.m. - 7:30p.m. TEL +81-72-456-8630
Terminal 2 Building

h t t p : // w w w . t i c - k a n s a i .j p /

Shiokoji Street

Karasuma Street

KYOTO

10:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.

Karasuma Central Exit

KYOTO.station

scan

JR Tokaido Main Line・Shinkansen

Hachijo Exit

JR Nara Line To Keihan
Toufukuji

